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THE FIFTH GRADE STUDENT AS AN ACTIVE PARTICIPANT
IN THE SELECTION OF SCHOOL LIBRARY BOOKS
By
Catherine Spada McLeod
October, 1980
The purpose of this study was to determine if fifth
grade students could be consistent and productive participants in the process of selecting books for a school
library.

Forty-six students completed a Reading Interest

Inventory and participated in a book selection activity.
Chi-square test results did not support the hypothesis
that there would be no significant difference between the
results of these two selection activities.

Student per-

ceptions of their involvement in this process were also
included.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
Background
This study concerns the selection of public school
library materials, specifically books.

Selection tradi-

tionally has been the role of the certified librarian or
library media specialist.

The primary objective when

selecting books for a school library is to implement, enrich, and support the educational program of the school
(Washington State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
1978).

Other objectives are concerned with:

a) the

development of reading skill, literary taste, discrimination in choices of materials, and b) instruction in the use
of books as reference tools (WAC 180-46-020, 030).
Criteria for selecting books vary, but generally include providing for the needs of the individual school and
curriculum; providing for the emotional needs of growing
and maturing students; providing for the interests of all
groups within the school, including special education,
gifted students, and faculty members; and for the provision
of a wide range of materials on all levels of difficulty,
with diversity of appeal and presentation of difterent
points of view.
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Selection requires making difficult professional
judgements and curriculum evaluations.

Typically librar-

ians will ask for input from faculty and building administrators but rarely from students.

Dale (1969) suggests

that students, like ourselves, do not want to remain passive
but will prove interested in participating if given the
opportunity.

By sharing ideas with children we may dis-

cover many learning needs, and can then work together to
help satisfy their needs.

It is this writer's opinion

that we should encourage students in participating and
selecting books for the school library.
Statement of the Need
The library media center user, in this case the
student, should be integrally involved in the selection of
library books.

Vinson (1970) suggests that student in-

volvement has many obvious advantages in terms of broad
educational goals.

Some advantages would include:

(a)

opportunities for the student to proceed on his own;
(b) practice in developing a sense of relationships;

(c)

the training of the student to become a seeker, hunting
for his specific information;

(d) and the profit from both

the selection and discarding of the information on the basis
of relevance, validity, and appropriateness.
These advantages can be further explained to consider
the growth in the student as a selector.

The finding and

selecting of materials builds confidence for solving
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problems.

The student can begin to see the total design,

not just the individual components of a given curriculum.
The child, as we all do, tends to learn as much by what
we reject as by what we select.

Finally, what greater

protection do we as professionals educators, have against
our own bias, prejudices and stereotypes?
In most instances students are not part of the library
selection process.

How can the library media specialist

change standard selection procedures to accommodate the
students' need to choose their own sources of information.
Can our selection procedures be changed to allow for the
participation of students?
Purpose
The intent of this study was to assess the fiction
and non-fiction interest areas of two fifth grade classes
with the goal of correlating the information against actual
"hands on" selection.
Hypothesis
The general hypothesis addressed by this study was
that students selection of actual books would be more consistent than selection by means of a Reading Interest Inventory.

As a working procedure, a null hypothesis

was used.
The null hypothesis addressed by the study was that
there was no significant difference between the results
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of the reading interest inventory and the actual books
that were selected by either group.
A further purpose of this study was to gather the
views of the students participating in the selection
process.

The information gathered was intended to provide

insight into the student's continued needs and their perceptions of being involved in the selection of school library books.
Significance
The study was significant because it provided an
initial assessment of student involvement in the selection
of library books.

To date no known comprehensive study

of student involvement has been completed in this area.
The results of this study may be used as a basis for considering the validity of present selection procedures
and may have practical value to library media specialists
who wish to modify such procedures.
Scope and Limits of Study
The study was limited to two randomly selected classes
of fifth graders ,attending Selah Middle School, Selah,
Washington, during the school year, 1979-80.

The two

classes were randomly selected from the nine fifth grade
classes being taught at Selah Middle School.

Limiting the

study to the two classes minimized disruptions to the daily
routine and activities of the classroom teacher.

It was
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assumed this sample would give an indication of the amount

or kind of participation that students are able to provide.
While a librarian selects all kinds of materials, both
print and non-print, this study was limited to the selection
of general use fiction and non-fiction books.
Topics used on the Reading Interest Inventory were
chosen from the Reading Interest Inventory developed by
the North Hills School District, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
(David 1974).

(See Appendix A).

The inventory listed

124 topics, but only those relevant to elementary students
were used.

Some topics were deleted by this writer and

replaced with similar topics that are more typical to the
voacabulary of the fifth grade students attending Selah
Middle School.
This study acknowledged that the marketing and advertisement campaigns used to promote books (i.e. book jackets,
radio and television connnercials, movies, etc.,) tend to
affect the criteria students use when making decisions.
This study does not attempt to measure the impact of these
influences.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Selected

definitions are given here to clarify word

usages as they apply to this study.
Books:
Those print materials, either paperback or clothbound,
that are considered general reading materials.

Reference
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and text books were excluded from this study.
Fiction:

Those books that are "story books."

Librarian:
Library:

(See library media specialist).
(See lib:rr.ary media center).

Library Media Center:
Marshall (1976) defines the library media center as
a learning center or "workable hub."

This hub of activity,

and the storehouse of both print and non-print materials,
is generally a separate room or building designated for
use by all students and faculty members.

For this investi-

gation the term library media center was used interchangeably
with the term library.
Library Media Specialist:
The certified and/or professionally trained person
responsible for the management of the library media center.
This person must hold a valid teacher certificate.
Non-Fiction:

Those books that are written solely for the

purpose of providing factual information.

Non-fiction

books are "true books."
Print Materials:

For the purpose of this study, print

materials are defined as general reading books, with no
exceptions.
Selection:

The selection of materials is the ongoing daily

process of reviewing, previewing, and making the decision
to order new materials for the Instructional Media Center.

Chapter II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The literature reviewed was limited to materials
pertaining specifically to selection of print materials
in the school library media center.

Although literature

in this field is limited, (a computer search revealed one
direct reference to this subject), it was the writer's
intention to design this review to encompass a historical
review and a present day assessment of the role of the
librarian and the students as selectors of library materials.
Print Selection
A survey described by Lunati (1975) indicates book
selection has evolved as a gradual extension of a body
of rules that were originally bibliographical.

The rules

for selecting books that were applied shortly after the
invention of printing, (1400's), bore mainly on selection
of authors.
Cabeceiras (1978) describes book selection today as
being established on the principle of "supply and demand."
Supply refers to the varieties of books available from which
to choose.

Demand, on the other hand, refers to the kinds

of books that patrons of any particular library will request or need.
7
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Woffard (1962) takes the position that "no book should be
selected for a school library simply because it is a good
book or the collection does not have a copy."

Books

should be selected in relationship to units of study,
class projects, recognized group interests, and other known
needs of the student, teachers, or corrnnunity.
Who Selects?
Book selection has long been considered a major part
of the librarian's job (Silver, 1980; Woffard, 1962).
This role has carried over from the time that book selection
was the primary function of the library (McColvin, 1925).
Lunati (1975) in discussing book selection, makes the
point that:
At all times, responsibility for book selection has
rested basically with the librarian, who has regarded
it as his main task even when he has been compelled
by force of circumstances to ask for assistance ...
The librarian has been very jealous of his prerogative
with regard to book selection, for he has rightly
considered that its exercise afforded him the best
opportunity for displaying professional skills. (p. 10)
Prostano (1977) takes the position that very few
library materials should be selected by the library staff
alone.

The library staff can become too isolated, either

by the size of enrollment or the curriculum, to keep abreast
with all the special student and faculty needs and requests.
The selection of these materials has generally been, "a
step removed from the user, be he teacher or student ... Very
rarely is the selector also the user, especially in the
case of the student" (Vinson, 1970).
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The involvement of teacher and student in theselection of school library books adds a new dimension to
the library collection and allows for better insight into
the user's tastes and interests (Gillespie and Spirt, 1973;
Vinson, 1970, Woffard, 1962).
Student Involvement
Students can be involved in the selection process in
a variety of ways.

Spirt and Gillespie (1973) report that

the Canton Ohio Public Schools used children as book reviewers.

The nature of their reactions were an important

factor in deciding whether or not to purchase an item.
Prostano (1977) advocates student involvement in the
following ways:
Students can participate through a group structure
or class, and if time permits, handle, read, preview
and try out any new materials. At the very least,
students have the capacity to make a judgement about
what is interesting and what appears to be within
the range of their abilities (p. 72).
It is suggested by Woffard (1962) that pupils who are
made to feel that, "the school library is theirs" and are
allowed to "cooperate in the selection of materials" will
b·e, much more interested in the collection and will consequently use it more enthusiastically and efficiently.
Vinson (1970) reported that:
Where children are involved in the media selection
there is a fresh interest, and a vast increase in the
use of materials by individual students (p.22)
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Present Research
Vinson (1970) called for research projects that would
attempt to measure the "essentiality of user selection."
To date no validated research of this type is available.
However, Osgood (1979) instituted a small project that involed junior high students in the actual selection and
purchasing of library books.

Her results indicated if

popularity was a criterion, the project was successful.
This project, unfortunately, did not measure any other
goals such as pride, interest, or continued involvement
with the library.
Summary
The preceding review of literature appears to substantiate the need for involving students in the selection
of library books.

A study of actual student participation

in the selection process should provide additional information upon which to determine what changes prove useful
in the school library setting.

Chapter III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The purpose of this study was to determine if fifth
grade students could be consistent participants in the
process of selecting bobks for a school library center.
Subjects
Permission for this study was granted by the district
superintendent, the building principal, and the classroom
teachers involved.

The sample involved two of the nine

fifth grade classes in the Selah Middle School, located
in Central Washington.

Two classes represented approxi-

mately one-fourth of the fifth grade population.

The

classes involved were randomly selected by drawing the
teacher's names from a hat.

All students enrolled in

the selected classes were included.

Forty-six fifth

graders, of which twenty-two were boys and twenty-four
were girls, comprised the subjects studied.
Materials
A Reading Interest Inventory was designed from the
format used by the North Hills School District of Pittsburg,
Pennsylvania.

The writer felt it was necessary to clarify

and simplify directions; to delete terms students were not
familiar with; and provide additional terms that fifth
11
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grade students would identify with:

The Reading Interest

Inventory would be given to each student and the data
would be compared with the child's acutal selections.
The writer obtained 293 preview books from the Garrett
and East-West Learning book companies.

The books were

pre-selected by the publishers and this writer for grade
level appropriateness.

The majority of the books were

new to the students, however some were already part of
the middle school library collection.

The school district

was under no obligation to retain any of the books.
Procedures
Reading Interest Inventory
In April, the cooperating teachers were asked to set
aside time for the writer to introduce and admtnister the
Reading Interest Inventory.

Both teachers selected a

morning time on Tuesday, April 29, 1980.
Students were informed that their input and recommenda~
tions were needed for purchasing books for the following
school year.

The Reading Interest Inventory was presented

to the students as a "tool" that could help gather their
recommendations.
Directions were read aloud and the'students were
instructed to carefully read over the list of terms included on the Reading Interest Inventory.

The first

time through the list the students were to make a check
(✓)

beside any subject area they enjoyed reading.

The
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second time through the list they were to choose their
top three reading choices and mark them either one (1)
for the top choice, two (2) for their second choice, or
three (3) for their third and final choice.
One classroom completed the Reading Interest Inventory
in their classrooms, while seated at their own desks.

The

second classroom completed the task while around the
tables in the middle school library.

Questions the students had about terms, specific titles,
and terms they wanted to add to the list were answered.

The

students were given no feedback about the results of the
Reading Interest Inventory.
Book Selection
Exactly two weeks after completing the Reading Interest
Inventory the classes were individually scheduled into the
library to actually help select new books for the library.
Preparation for this second selection was done by
creating displays of preview books on separate tabbles and
counter tops.

The preview bookr. were grouped into large

subject areas that

included fiction, sports, animals,

crafts, biographies, history, pets, fairy tales, cars and
motorcycles, and odds and ends.
As each class arrived they were instructed to sit
in the chairs which had been placed around the room and
wait for directions.

When the class was settled they
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were told that they would be helping to select books for
the following year.

They were asked to spend 30 minutes

looking over the preview book choices placed on the tables.
After looking over all the books, classes were asked to
list, on a choice form, (see Appendix B) any two (2)
books they would like to see purchased.

When each student

was done they were to turn in their list of choices and
return to their chairs.
The Reading Interest Inventory results were correlated
with the actual student selections to determine the consistency of their choices.

The results were examined by the

total population students and by boy/girl responses.

Chi-

square tests of significance were applied to both sets
of results.
The students additionally participated in an informal
interview/discussion that centered on their role as
selectors of library books.

They were asked to respond

to the following three questions:

(a) why should librarians

involve students in the selection of library books?, (b)
which is the best way for students to be involved in the
selection of library books?, (c) how is this activity
(students selecting books) going to help others in the
school.
This discussion following the final selection activity
and was taped and then transcribed.

Chapter IV
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA
The purpose of this study was to determine if fifth
grade students could be productively and consistently
involved in the selection of school library books.

It was

also the intent of the study to check student perceptions
of the process through an informal interview or discussion.
The presentation of the findings is divided into
three sections.

The first section discusses the data in

relationship to the hypothesis of this study, which was
that there would be no significant difference between the
results of the Reading Interest Inventory and the actual
selections made.

The second section notes inferences

from the data that were not hypothesized.

The final por-

tion is related to the student's perceptions of their
involvement in the selection process.
Results of the Study
Forty-six students completed both the Reading Interest
Inventory and the selection activity.
examples).

(See appendix C for

Twenty-three (50%) selected books that matched

their number one, two, or three, choices as marked on the
Reading Interest Inventory.
subjects they had checked

Ten students (22%) matched
< ✓),
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indicating interest,
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but had not listed as a priority.

Nine student, (19%),

chose books that did not match any of their priorities
or any of their indicated interests.
chose not to select

Four students (9%)

any of the preview books.

Two of

these four students listed specific titles they wanted
to have purchased.

(See Tah11e I)
Table I

Results of Selections Made by all Subjects
All Subjects
Selection Choices

Number

Percentage

Matched 1st priority

10

22%

Matched 2nd priority

5

11%

Matched 3rd priority

8

17%

Subtotal

23

50%

Matched no priority; but
interestnad been indicated
in that subject area

10

22%

Matched no priorities
or indicated interests

9

19%

No selection made

4

9%

To,tal

46 students

100%

To determine the degree of significance a chi-square
was applied to the data.

The nonparametic testing proce-

dure determines whether a significant difference exists
between an observed number and an expected number of responses.

(McCall, 1975).

A four cell model that
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differentiated between first priority matches, second
priority matches, third priority matches, and no priority
matches was used.

Table II represents a report of this

data.

Table II
Significant Difference between Reading
Inventory and Selections
Matched
2nd
p r1or1ty
.

Matched
1st

Priority
111. 5

All

Matched
3rd
p r1or1ty
.

Matched
No

p r1or1tv
.

I11. 5

!11. 5

'"

11. 5

46

Subjects

10

5

X

.05x

2

2

8

23

= 16.4

.0lx 2 df = 3 = 11.34

df = 3 = 7.81

It is noted from the data that a significant difference
occurs at the .05 level.

Therefore, the null hypothesis

that there would be no significant difference between the
results of the Reading Interest Inventory and the acutal
selections is not supported.
Inferences of the Data
This study did not hypothesize about the affect of
gender on the data.

It is interesting to note however,

the significant difference of the priority matching of the

46
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girls as compared to the boys.

Sixteen of the twenty-four

girls (67%) matched either their first, second, or third
choice.

Only seven of the twenty-two boys (32%) matched

any of their top three choices.

Table III details the

boy-girl results.

Table III
Results of Selection by Gender
All Boys

All Girls

Matched first priority

4 (18%)

6 (25%)

Matched second priority

1 (5%)

4 (17%)

Matched third priority

2 (9%)

6 (25%)

Matched no priority; but
interest had been indicated
in that subject area

5 (23%)

5 (23%)

Matched no priorities
or indicated interests

6 (27 %)

3 (12%)

No selections made

4 (18%)

0

Selection Choices

Chi-square tests were also performed on these boygirl results.

Table IV shows this datJa in a 2 x 2 model.

Table IV
Significant Difference between Matches of boys's & girl's
Matched
P r1.or1.ty
·
.
1 2

or 3
' '
11

Boys
7
Girls

16
23
Note: . 05x2 df = 1 = 3.84

No
Mate h es
11
15

12

12
8

x2 = 4.26

23
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The data in Table IV proves that there is a significant difference, at the .OS level, between the results
of the boys and girls.
Student Perceptions
The students were individually interviewed to determine
their feelings about being involved in the selection of new
library books.

Over one-half of the students responded

to the question, "Why should librarians invoTve students
in the selection of library materials?", with the following
or similar statements:
"It helps the librarian to know that to buy, so they
would know what grade level would like what kind of
books"
"It's the kids that read the books ... "
"So more people would like the books."
"Then you'll know what the kid's like, and then
you'll know what to buy."
"You know, like, kids lide to read, and I think that
they should be able to pick out books to read you
know, and it's part of our assignment at school."
"If you don't pick out the right books, people won't
like them and won't check them out."
"It will help your reading skills."
The students were asked which was the best way for them
to be involved in the selection of library books.

There

was not a consensus as to which way was better (Reading
Interest Inventory or actual selections), however, they
had some strong feelings about the physical attraction
of the books.
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''I think that if people came in here and they saw
the brand new book that had a really, really nice
cover, they would probably want that book to be in
the library so that it would look nice, not because
they wanted to read it."

"You can look on the cover and it will be really
nice, but it can be a crurmny book."
The final question asked, "How is this activity
(students selecting books) going to help the others in
school?

A majority answered with the following kinds of

answers:
"Because we will get books that we like."
" ... books we like, not boring ones."
"You get an idea what kind of books kids like ... so
you can find out what we're interested in."
"More kids will read if we get better books in the
library."
An hypothesis set forth at the outset of this study

stated that students could be productively involved in
the selection process.

If productivity can be measured

by insight, recommendations, and attitude, the preceding
statements have supported this hypothesis.

Chapter V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this study was to determine if fifth
grade students could be productively and consistently
involved in the selection of school library books.

The

consistency was measured through the use of a standardized
Reading Interest Inventory and by allowing the subjects
to make selections from 293 preview books.
The study was limited to two fifth grade classrooms,
totaling 46 subjects.

Both classes completed the Reading

Interest Inventory on April 29, 1980 and made their book
selections two weeks later.
The general hypothesis addressed by this study was
that students selection of actual books would be more
consistent than selection by means of a Reading Interest
Inventory.

As a working procedure, a null hypothesis

was used.
The null hypothesis was that there would be no significant difference between the results of the Reading
Interest Inventory and the actual selections made.

A

second hypothesis stated that students could be productively involved in the selection process.
literature

Review of related

revealed that the number of studies in this

area was limited.

It also supported the contentions
21
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of this writer that there was need for further study
in this area.
A chi-square test was used to measure the significance
of the results between the Reading Interest Inventory
and the student selection.
the .05 level existed.

A significant difference at

The hypothesis that there would

be no significant difference was not supported.

Further

analysis of the data was initiated to examine the effects
of gender on the selections.

Again a chi-square test was

used to prove a significant difference between the matching
ratios of the boys and girls.
Student perceptions were tape recorded during informal
interviews

immediately following the selection activity.

The students generally felt that being involved would help
to "get the books that we like."

They also stated that

it was important to be involved because "it help the
librarian know what to buy."
Conclusions
On

the basis of the data examined it was concluded that:
1.

There was a statistieally significant difference

between the results of the Reading Interest Inventory and
the actual books selected.

Thus, the null hypothesis

is not supported.
2.

One-half of the subjects matched their preview

book selection with either their first, second, or third
choice as listed on the Reading Interest Inventory.
3.

This writer contends that a pre and post form
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would provide interesting data.

One might speculate

that the student would be consistent in his selections
two out of three times.
4.

A final recommendation would be to administer

the Reading Interest Inventory as a pre-test in the fall,
the selection activity in the winter

and the Reading

Interest Inventory again in the spring as a post-test.

By

testing all through the year, the investigators would get
a better sampling of the student's interests, instead of
those that are upmost in their minds on any given day
(i.e. fall and football, spring and baseball, etc.).
Thesis
Finally, it appears that more research is needed,
especially to develop the theory that the participator
should become the prime selector of his materials,
learning as he selects.
The statistical data of this study indicates no
consistency in the students' selection, however the students' statements project a need to be involved as a part
of the process.
This writer sees a definite need for the librarian
to have varying forms of student involvement when selecting
books for the school library media center.
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Appendix A
Reading Interest Inventory

Name

-----------------Class----------

Please help us discover the kind of reading you enjoy so we
can buy books which will have special appeal just for you.

Step 1 - Read the list of different kinds of books carefully.
Step 2

Read the list again and put a check

beside those

kinds of books that you like to read.
,';-*Step 3 - Read the list again and number one (1) through
three (3) your top three choices of all the topics.
The list of books is on the following page.

Thank you

**Number 1 will be your first choice.
Number 2 will be your second choice.
Number 3 will be your third choice.
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Appendix A-(Cont.)
Fiction - "Story Books"

Non Fiction - "Fact Books"

Adventure
Animals
Baseball
Camping
Cats
Civil War Period
Cars
Cowboys
Dinosaurs
Dogs
Family Life
Fantasy
Fishing
Football
Pioneer Life
Ghosts
Horses
Humorous
Hunting
Indians
Motorcycles
Mystery and detective
Pets
Pirates
Rodeo
Sea
Survival
Tall tales
Teen-age stories
War
Witches

Animals
Aquariams
Astronauts
Ballet
Baseball
Basketball
Biography
Boating
Cars
Cats
Chemistry
Collecting coins
Collecting dolls
Collecting rocks
Collecting seashells
Collecting stamps
Computers
Bionics
Cooking/cookbooks
Crafts
Dogs
Drawing
Ecology
Football
Gymnastics
History
Horseback riding
Horses
Ice Skating
Indians
Jokes and Riddles
Magic
Oceanography
Pets
Plays
Poetry
Science experiments
Scuba and skin diving
Motorcross
Sewing
Skiing
Space exploration

Submarines
Ships
Swimming
U.F.O.'s
Television
Tennis
Veterinarians
War
Witchcraft
United
States

Step 4 - Please list the names of any other types of books you
would enjoy reading but have not found on this list
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Appendix B
Choice Form
May 13, 1980
Name

Class

------------

Please list the name of the two books you would like Mrs. McLeod
to buy for the Selah Middle School Library.
1.

2.

Other Corrnnents
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Appendix C - Examples of Choice Forms and Inventories

ay 13, 19ao

Q__

Class

'lease list the name of the

tvx:, oooks you wuuld like Mrs. McLeod to buy for the
elah Middle School Library. --·i
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1y 13, 1980
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ClCJ.Ss

.ease list the name of the tv.~ rooks you ~ d like Mrs. McLeod to buy for the
~lah Middle Sd1ool Library.
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Please Note: A signature was redacted due to security concerns.

1y 13 '· 1980

.B - - ---=

Class

Lease list the name of the tvJO boolr.s you would like Mrs. Mc~>d to buy for the
?lah Middle School Library. ---
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Please Note: A signature was redacted due to security concerns.
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Fictjon - "Story Books"
Adventure
Animals
Baseball
LCamp ing X
Cats
Civil War pe~iod
Cars
Cowboys
Dinosaurs
Dogs
Family Life
Fantasy
Fishing
Football
Pioneer life
Ghosts
(!) vf1orscs '/..
Humorous
Hunting
Indians
Motorcycles
Mystery and detective
Pets
Pirates
\.Rodeo><
Sea
Survival
T.,a.11 tales
n-\vfeen age stories~

v

\far

Witches

Non Fictjon - "Fact Books"
Submarines
Animals
Ships
Aquariums
✓swimming--1-.
Astronauts
U.F.O. 's
Cars
,Te 1 ev is ion
Ballet
✓Tennis -1,.
Baseball
VeterinBasketbal!
arians
Biography
}far
Boating
/Witchcraft,(
Cats
United
Chemistry
States
Collecting coins
Collecting dolls
Collecting rocks
Collecting seashells
Collecting stamps
omputers
ionics)(
Cooking/cookbooks
Crafts
Dogs
Drawing
v.tkologyx
(football
~ymnastics)(
History
~orseback riding ',J.
i..&>rsesi
vice skating 'f.
Indians
Jokes and Riddles
\/2-tagic X
Oceanography
Pets
l,,111ays )(
Poetry
Science experiments
Scuba and skin diving
Motorcross
Sewing
vSkiing--L
Space exploration

Step 4 - Please list the names of any other types of books you

would enjoy reading but have not found on this list ______

I
Fiction - "Story Books"
-:.¥--Adventure
*Animals
-:kBasehall
:)(Camping
~2.ca ts
Civil War period
Cars
~owboys
Dinosaurs
:f:Dogs
Family Life
Fantasy
iFishing
Football
Pioneer life
>.-\-Ghosts
':?\~'Hor s e s
Humorous
Hunting
Indians
1fMotorcycles
-~Mystery and detective
*Pets
Pirates
iRodeo
Sea
Survival
Tall tales
Teen age stories
War
Witches

Non Fiction - "Fact Books"
Animals
Aquariums
Astronauts
Cars
Ballet
~ascball
~asketbal.t
Biography
Boating
3.?~ca ts
Chemistry
Collecting coins
Collecting dolls
Collecting rocks
Collecting seashells
Collecting sta~ps
Computers
Bionics
Cooking/cookbooks
...t
Crafts
'2.~-#Do gs
DraKing
Ecology
.,f.'Gootball
Gymnastics
History
Horseback riding
Horses
~Ice skating
Indians
i-tJokes· and Riddles
Magic
,oceanography
~Pets
Plays
Poetry
Science experiments
# Scuba and skin diving
i-*Motorcros s
.i Sewing
~Skiing
Space exploration

Submarines
Ships
Swimming
U.F.O.'s
Television
Tennis
Veterinarians
War
Witchcraft
United
States

Step 4 - Please list the names of any other types of books you

would enjoy reading but have not found on this list

------

Non Fiction - "Fact Books"

Fie U on - "Story Books"

"'®K'nimals
Aquariums
Astronauts
Cars
.l(DMl 1 ct
~scball
"1311sketbal1
Biography
Boating
--.efl ts
Chemistry
Collecting coins
-a-6llecting dolls
Collecting rocks
~llecting seashells
\k'.:n l lec ting st amps
Computers
Bionics
~oking/cookbooks
\,Q1)1 ft s
\Bogs
~awing
Ecology
tfootbal 1
-.~ymnas tics
History
'H6rseback riding

'1(clvcnturc
,Ji(ilimals
Jr'ascball
$'amping
vZats
Civil War period
Cars
Cowboys
Dinosaurs
....r(o gs
-..ramily Life
✓antasy

\.Fishing
Football
Pioneer life
'ifhos ts
,Jtorses
Humorous
Hunting
Indians
Motorcycles
\)fystery and detective
....Y-ets
Pirates
Rodeo
Sea
Survival
,rall tales
'-l1fen age stories
War
~tches

Submarines
Ships
~imming
U.F.O. 's
...:t~)'e ~is ion
-.q,6nn1s
Veterinarians
War
Witchcraft
"'--Hfii ted
States

,worses

J-?e skating
In;:1 i ans
'if'okes· and Riddles
~gic
Oceanography
\P€ts
.,
\Plays.
Poetry

Science experiments
Scuba and skin diving
. ~t~rcross

v...--...~Vt~ng

~11ng
Space exploration

Step 4 - Please list the names of any other types of books you
would enjoy reading but have not found on this list
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Non Fiction - "Fact Books"

FicUon - "Story Books"

Animals,)
Aquariums
Astronauts
Cars
Ballet
Baseball
Basketbal!
Biography
Boating
Cats
Chemistry
Collecting coins
Collecting dolls
Collecting rocks
Collecting seashells
Collecting staITTps
Computers
Bionics
Cooking/cookbooks
Crafts
\±!?ogs·/
Drawing
Ecology
~otball
Gymnastics(
History
Horseback riding j

Adventure
Animals./
Baseball
Camping
Cats
Civil War period
Cars
Cowboys
Dinosaurs
Dogsv'
Family Life
Fantasy
Fishing
Football
Pioneer life
Ghosts
Horscsv'
Humorous
Hunting
Indians
Motorcycles
Mystery and detective/
Pets
Pirates
Rodeo
Sea
Survival
Tall tales
Teen age stories
War
Witches✓

Submarines
Ships
Swimming
U.F.0.'s
Television/'
Tennis\/
Veterinarians
War
,
Wi tchc raft/
United
States

Q}iorses ✓

Ice skating
Indians
Jokes and Riddles/
Magic-.1
Oceanography
_ Pets"1
Gf1ays,/
·. Poetry
Science experiments
Scuba and skin diving
Motorcross
Sewing
Skiing
Space exploration

Step 4 - Please list the names of any other types of books you
w~uld enjoy reading but have not found on this list_-H~a-'-~--~·~f_o_
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